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CULTURAL NOTES

SITUATION
Roses do best in an open sunny spot in well-drained soil. When grown in shady areas, they are more
prone to fungal attack and will have less flowers.

SOIL
The best soils are medium to heavy clay loams, but roses can be successfully grown in many soil types
with some extra attention. In sandy soils, the addition of large quantities of compost and animal manure
is beneficial.

PLANTING AND CARE
Prepare the area well prior to planting. Mix manure or compost with your soil prior to planting. This is
especially important where roses have been dug out and replaced. When planting in shallow soils, do
not dig the holes too deep. Rather, raise the level of the beds to ensure good drainage. Dig a hole
sufficiently large enough to take the roots, which should be placed downwards and outwards over a
small mound of soil at the bottom of the hole. A hole about 20-25cm deep and wide will normally be
sufficient.
We suggest adding Chandlers Organic Compost to the soil and mix well. Ensure the graft or bud union
of bush and climbing roses remains about 5cm above soil level.
Water in well with Seasol or Plant Starter and firm the soil gently. These products stimulate root growth
and minimise transplant shock. Apply fortnightly for at least 4 weeks. Continued use of Seasol into
spring will also improve drought hardiness for summer. For people in dry areas, we recommend using
water saving crystals or Seasol Planting Gel when planting as well.
Apply a rose food at the beginning of spring and again in late summer. Mulch well leading into summer,
leaving a gap around the trunk. Ensure the new roses get at least two deep soakings of water per week
through the first summer.

SPACING
Hybrid Tea Bush

Average 1 metre apart

Floribunda

Average 0.6 - 1 metre

Standards

Average 1.3 metres

Climbing

Average 2.5 - 5 metres

David Austin

Average 1 metre
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Whilst Chandlers Nursery will take every precaution to ensure that our roses are true to name and
label, we cannot be responsible for errors outside our control. We will cheerfully undertake to replace
wrongly labelled roses where possible, or to substitute if necessary.

To ensure the largest of range of roses as possible for our customers, we order our plants from a
number of different suppliers. Therefore, the availability of all roses listed in this catalogue is subject to
delivery by our suppliers and such deliveries will occur intermittently from early May through to the end
of July.

Weeping standard rose varieties are not mentioned in this catalogue. We order these on a request
basis. A number of varieties are available and on two different graft heights (1.2m & 1.8m).

Similarly, if there is a variety of rose that you require that is not listed in our catalogue, please enquire
as we may be able to order it for you.
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HYBRID TEA BUSH ROSES
NEW & PROTECTED VARIETIES - $22.95

Hybrid tea bush roses bear classic full flowers on mainly one per stem. They are normally taller than the
floribundas ranging in height from 1.2 to 2m. This range of roses features our selection of “New
Release & Protected Varieties” that have exceptional health, colour, or fragrance.

ADDICTIVE LURE
Strongly perfumed, soft pink, cup-shaped flowers on a shrub rose to 1.5m. Lasts well as a cut flower.
ASHRAM
Large full blooms of bright gold flowers. Slight fragrance. Highly resistant to black spot and mildew.
BEST FRIEND
Striking blooms of vibrant pink with a strong fragrance. Named by the RSPCA to honour the friendship
and love of owning a pet.
BLACK CAVIAR
$29.95 - An old-style award-winning rose with medium-sized, velvet, burgundy- red blooms and a very
strong fragrance.
BLACKBERRY NIP
Magenta purple blooms borne on long stems. Delicious fragrance.
BRILLIANCE
Pure white blooms with an intense fragrance.
DAME ELISABETH MURDOCH
An exceptional rose with medium to large flowers. Colour blending cream, golden-yellow flushed
vermilion with shades of pink.
DARK DESIRE
Purple-red blooms on clean stems, with intense fragrance. Grows upright to 1.2m and is highly disease
resistant.
DIANA PRINCESS OF WALES
Large blooms of pastel shades from white to a soft lemon to a pale pink. The blooms have a perfect
exhibition form. Vigorous.
FATHER’S LOVE
Dark velvety red blooms with an unusual swirling of petals in the centre. Excellent spicy fragrance and
long-lasting cut flower.
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FIREFIGHTER
Long stems of rich velvet red blooms. An excellent, fragrant cut flower.
FULL SAIL
Beautiful large white blooms with a honeysuckle perfume.
GALLIPOLI CENTENARY ROSE
A 2015 release to commemorate the Gallipoli Centenary. Large deep-red blooms. Long flowering and
disease resistant.
HEAVEN SCENT
Large orchid-pink blooms. Long stemmed with a powerful perfume.
HONEY DIJON
Abundant double blooms of golden-brown with a fruity fragrance.
IN APPRECIATION
Vibrant deep-pink blooms with good fragrance. Excellent for picking and has good disease resistance.
ISN’T SHE LOVELY
Full-petalled, soft apricot blooms. Pleasant fragrance, disease resistant.
MADAME ANISETTE
Large apricot-cream blooms with an intoxicating fragrance.
MAGMA
Vibrant bicoloured blooms of yellow with darkened orange to red edges. Healthy bush. Few thorns.
Good cut flower.
MOTHER’S LOVE
Creamy-pink blooms with a strong, sweet fragrance and deep green foliage.
NEPTUNE
Abundant rich lavender blooms with purple blushing on the edges. Highly fragrant. Vigorous with
excellent disease resistance. Height to 1.4m.
PERFUME PASSION
Beautiful mid-pink blooms on long almost thornless stems. Deliciously fragrant and disease free.
POPE JOHN PAUL II
Luminous, pristine white blooms. Vigorous, fragrant and disease resistant.
RED CROSS
Perfectly formed blooms of rich velvet red, with a strong fragrance.
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SUMMER OF LOVE
High centred blooms of white, yellow and coral colours. Good spicy fragrance. Height to 1.7m.
SWEET PAROLE
Large pastel pink blooms on a healthy bush. Strong, well-balanced fragrance.
THE CHILDREN’S ROSE
Strong healthy bush with very fragrant light pink blooms.
THE JUBILEE ROSE
Yellow blooms with red edges borne on long stems. Good fragrance and good for picking.
WINTER SUN
Classic-shaped blooms of light yellow. Soft fragrance and good resistance to disease. The ability to
flower into winter has earnt this rose its name.

HYBRID TEA BUSH ROSES - $14.95

This is our selection of non-protected varieties, including old favourites. Some are cut flower varieties
and many have fragrance or are excellent garden roses renowned for their durability, colour and form.

ADOLF HORSTMANN
Vigorous upright grower with large blooms of golden yellow with a copper tinge. Colour holds until
petals fall. Good cut flower.
ALEC’S RED
Very large well-formed crimson blooms. Excellent fragrance. Vigorous bush of average height with
dark-green foliage.
AOTEAROA
Light salmon pink blooms with a pleasant fragrance. Strong disease resistance.
AVON
Well-formed, large, crimson blooms borne on long stems. Excellent fragrance.
BARONNE DE ROTHSCHILD
Large, high-pointed rose of light red with silver reverse. Very fragrant.
BIG PURPLE
Large, well-formed blooms of purple borne on long stems. Highly fragrant.
BLACK MAGIC
Elegant large deep red blooms borne on single stems. Suitable as a cut flower.
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BLACK VELVET
Dark red blooms with good fragrance on mostly single stems.
BLUE MOON
Large, lavender-blue blooms with a strong fragrance.
BRANDY
Classic rich golden-apricot blooms on strong stems. Fruity fragrance.
BRIGADOON
Well-formed blooms of white, cream and pink tones which age to flushes of red. Good fragrance.
Strong growth to 1m.
CAMP DAVID
Beautifully scented, well formed, dark red blooms.
CANDY STRIPE
Very large, dusty-pink striped lighter blooms. Fragrant and free flowering.
CHAMPAGNER
Medium sized cream to champagne blooms. A good cut flower.
CHARLES DE GAULLE
Fully double lilac-blue flowers. Fragrant.
CHICAGO PEACE
A sport of ‘Peace’ with very large full blooms of deep pink with a yellow base. Tall growth.
DIAMOND JUBILEE
Buff yellow exhibition blooms with a strong fragrance.
DOUBLE DELIGHT
Large double blooms of white to cream, heavily flushed and edged carmine to red. Very fragrant.
DUET
Attractive two-tone pink rose. Hardy and vigorous with a light fragrance.
EIFFEL TOWER
Elegant mid-pink blooms borne on long stems with a very good fragrance.
ELINA
Excellent, large, well-formed lemon to light yellow blooms.
ELIZA
Large, well-formed pink blooms on a strong healthy bush. Blooms are
exhibition quality.
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FIRST LOVE
Beautiful rose-pink blooms with long slender buds. Lightly fragrant.
FLAMINGO
Well-formed pale-pink blooms on long stems. Strong medium-sized bush.
Excellent cut flower
FRAGRANT CHARM
Brilliant red flowers with a pleasant perfume. Strong and healthy growth.
FRAGRANT CLOUD
Well-formed glowing orange-red blooms. Free flowering and fragrant.
FRAGRANT PLUM
High-centred blooms of lilac-rose with rich purple edges. Strong fragrance.
GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA
Well-formed blooms of vibrant yellow born on long, strong stems. Medium to tall growth. Fragrant.
GLORIOUS
Large mid-yellow blooms of exhibition standard.
GRANDPA DICKSON
Large lemon-yellow blooms borne on strong stems. Also known as Irish Gold. Height to 1.4m.
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
Deep orange blooms borne on long stems. Good fragrance. Excellent cut flower.
HARRY WHEATCROFT
Highly decorative bicolour rose with shades of flame red, splashed and striped with yellow.
HELMUT SCHMIDT
Pure yellow blooms with excellent foliage and few thorns.
JOHN F. KENNEDY
High-centred white blooms with slightly frilled petals.
JOYFULNESS
Large blooms of shades of apricot, cream and pink. Fragrant.
JUST JOEY
Large coppery orange blooms with wavy petals. Sweetly scented.
KARDINAL
Delightful bright red rose with well-formed blooms. A good cut flower.
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KAREN BLIXEN
Large, beautifully formed pure white blooms with a strong fragrance. Light green, semi glossy foliage on
a strong bush to 1.2m.
KING’S RANSOM
Shapely yellow blooms borne on long stems. Vigorous.
LADY X
Pale lilac blooms borne on stems which are almost thornless.
LORRAINE LEE
A famous Australian rose. Pink blooms with a hint of apricot. Large bush.
LOVING MEMORY
Bright red blooms on a hardy bush.
LYNN ANDERSON
Well-formed blooms of cream with vibrant pink edges borne on long stems. Blooms are long lasting.
Good disease resistance.
MISTER LINCOLN
Dark velvety-red, highly fragrant blooms. Excellent cut flower.
OLD FRAGRANCE
Fully double, dark mauve-pink blooms. Strong old-world fragrance.
OUR VANILLA
Vanilla champagne blooms sometimes with a touch of green on the outer petals. An excellent cut
flower.
PAPA MEILLAND
Dark velvet-red with a very strong fragrance. A popular rose.
PARADISE
Unusual silver lavender blooms with ruby red edges. Fragrant.
PASCALI
Neatly shaped white blooms, slightly tinged pink. Lightly perfumed.
PEACE
Large exhibition blooms of yellow, flushed with pink on the edges. Fragrant.
PETER FRANKENFELD
One of the best dark pink roses. Well formed with a light fragrance.
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PRINCESS DE MONACO
Strikingly beautiful rose of ivory edged pink.
QUEEN ADELAIDE
Deep pink globular blooms with strong fragrance.
QUEEN ELIZABETH
Long stemmed decorative rose of clear pink. Strong grower.
REMEMBER ME
A unique blend of fawn, cream, yellow and salmon roses.
ROYAL HIGHNESS
Very pale pink double blooms on almost thornless stems. Highly fragrant.
SUSAN
Pale to mid-pink blooms with strong fragrance. Robust, healthy bush.
VALENCIA
Large, old gold blooms on long strong stems. Lovely perfume.
VOL DE NUIT
Clear, deep-mauve, high-centred flowers. Very fragrant.
WARM WISHES
Large blooms that can vary from creamy-apricot to amber-pink.
Sweet fragrance.
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FLORIBUNDA ROSES
NEW & PROTECTED VARIETIES $22.95
Floribunda or cluster flower roses give a mass of colour over a long period. The flowers are usually
smaller than a Hybrid Tea and produced in large clusters. “New & Protected Varieties” are listed first
followed by our selection of old favourites.
BETTY CUTHBERT
Large clusters of soft apricot blooms on a dense bush to 1.5m tall. A perfect rose for hedging.
Excellent disease resistance. $1.00 from each rose sale goes to MS Australia.
BRIGHT AS A BUTTON
Single blooms of pink with a dark pink centre that are produced en mass. Soft fragrance. Award
winning rose.
BRILLIANT PINK ICEBERG
This brilliant pink sport of ‘Iceberg’ has all the properties of its parent.
EARTH ANGEL
Delicate pink old-world shaped blooms opening from dark pink buds. Exceptionally fragrant with hints of
lemon and apple. Small bush to 70cm tall.
EBBTIDE
Deep-purple, almost black buds. Old-style double blooms that have an intense clove fragrance. Good
disease resistance.
CHERRY BONICA
Clusters of cherry-red blooms from late-spring until late autumn on a compact shrub. Hardy and highly
disease resistant.
COCONUT ICE
Beautiful musk-pink blooms with soft white on the reverse side of petals. Strong stems that produce
clusters of three to five flowers that are long lasting. Strong resistance to disease.
EYES FOR YOU
Semi-double blooms opening pale pink and then fading to white. Each petal has a purple ‘eye’ blotch
making it a fascinating new variety.
EYE OF THE TIGER
Spectacular blooms of yellow with a red/orange eye in the centre. Mildly fragrant.
JANE MCGRATH
Old English style rose with pink petals. It is lightly scented and a good cut flower variety.
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LEONARDO DA VINCI
Rich-pink old English style blooms with a mild fragrance. Excellent repeat flowering variety on healthy
foliage.
LOVE IN
Attractive yellow and red striped flowers. Healthy foliage and very disease resistant.
MAKE A WISH
Outstanding clusters of white blooms that have an apricot centre. Sweetly fragrant. $1 from this rose
sale will go to the Make-A-Wish Foundation.
MIND GAMES
Striking semi-double, bicolour blooms of striped pink and white. Fragrant.
MY HERO
Large rose-pink blooms on lush, green foliage. Very strong fragrance.
ORIGAMI
A striking rose with strong, angular petals that give an appearance like folded paper. Blooms are yellow
centred with dark pink edges. Subtle fragrance.
SCENTIMENTAL
Varied patterns of burgundy-red and creamy-white blooms produced freely with a spicy fragrance.
SUMMER ROMANCE
Fully double mid-pink blooms on an upright bush to 80cm. Excellent fragrance of spicy apples with a
hint of liquorice.
TALLULAH
Fully double blooms of soft to mid-pink. Subtle fragrance. Healthy, robust bush.
TANGLES
A low growing bush with large clusters of lilac blooms which flower late into the season. Perfect for pots
or small gardens. Very highly disease resistant. Named after a Southern Right Whale that became
entangled in waters near Portland, Victoria. Each sale supports the volunteer photographers who
record sightings of these majestic creatures.
TRANSPLANT AUSTRALIA’S THANK YOU
A gorgeous full petalled purple-mauve rose with a delicate fragrance produced on dark green leaves.
$1 from each sale will be donated to Transplant Australia to support those receiving and awaiting
transplants on their journey back to health.
SOUL SISTER
Coffee-coloured, elegant blooms that fade to lavender. Lightly fragrant.
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FLORIBUNDA ROSES $14.95

ANGEL FACE
Fragrant, double, deep mauve ruffled blooms with dark green foliage.
APRICOT NECTAR
Fully petalled, buff apricot blooms with a pleasant fragrance.
BONICA
Shrub type rose with a sustained display of medium, soft-pink blooms.
CAFE
Coffee with cream-coloured, double blooms. Slightly fragrant.
FRENCH LACE
Warm, apricot buds opening to creamy-ivory blooms. Lightly fragrant.
FRIESIA
Excellent clear, unfading, yellow blooms with a good fragrance.
GOLD BUNNY
Soft gold blooms of a classic shape on a compact light green bush.
HOT CHOCOLATE
Unusual colour of deep rich chocolate orange on a disease resistant bush. Lightly fragrant.
ICEBERG
A popular rose with pure white blooms opening from pink tinted buds.
JULIA’S ROSE
Blooms are a unique coffee-fawn colour that is popular for floral arrangements.
MARGARET MERRIL
Large, clear white blooms with red stamens. Highly fragrant.
MASQUERADE
Semi-double blooms of many colours including yellow, pink and red. Disease resistant.
SALLY HOLMES
Large, single white blooms with golden stamens. Fragrant.
SEA FOAM
Prostrate or semi-weeping variety of pale pink to white blooms. Flowers are double, small and borne on
small clusters.
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TEQUILA SUNRISE
Many petalled blooms of yellow flushed with red. A showy bright rose of good health and vigour.

CLIMBING ROSES $14.95 (unless priced)

Climbers can be used in a multitude of situations, from covering a wall to arching over an arbour, while
giving a mass of colour. It is important to train the long canes in a horizontal position to promote bloom
production.

ALBERTINE
Clusters of large, salmon-pink blooms. Vigorous rambler to 6m. Fragrant.
ALTISSIMO
Large, single bright-red blooms. Repeat flowering.
BLUE MOON
Well-formed, medium-sized mauve flowers. Fragrant and repeat flowering.
BLUSHING PIERRE DE RONSARD
$22.95 - Creamy-white flowers, changing to soft pink in the cooler months. Repeat flowering and lightly
scented.
BUFF BEAUTY
Large fully double, soft apricot blooms that fade to white. Strong fragrance and repeat flowering.
Vigorous.
CECILE BRUNNER
Fragrant small shell pink blooms in profusion. Vigorous.
CINDERELLA
$22.95 - Nostalgic-shaped blooms of pale pink that have an old world appearance. Blooms are
produced in sprays of 4 to 6 flowers. Highly fragrant and disease resistant.
CREPUSCULE
Fragrant, apricot to yellow blooms. Virtually thornless and repeat flowering.
DUBLIN BAY
A shrubby climber with medium-sized blood red blooms, often in clusters. Fragrant and repeat
flowering.
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GOLD BUNNY
Large, golden-yellow blooms in abundant clusters. Repeat flowering.
ICEBERG
Popular climber with well-shaped, pure white blooms. Repeat flowering.
JASMINA
$22.95 - Violet-pink cupped blooms with an old-world appearance. Good fragrance with fruity tones.
JUST JOEY
$22.95 - A climbing variety of the popular hybrid tea rose. Large coppery orange blooms with wavy
petals. Sweetly scented. Repeat flowering.
KISS ME KATE
$22.95 - Large, fully-petalled pink blooms that are borne on long stems, making it ideal for picking.
Strong fragrance. Vigorous.
LAMARQUE
$22.95 - Old fashioned very fragrant, double white blooms.
MERMAID
$22.95 - Very vigorous and thorny climber with clusters of large-pale yellow blooms. Lightly fragrant and
repeat flowering.
MISTER LINCOLN
Large, fragrant, dark velvet-red blooms. Repeat flowering.
MME ALFRED CARRIERE
Continuous display of white blooms. Vigorous and perfumed.
PEACE
Double yellow flushed pink blooms. Repeat flowering and fragrant.
PIERRE DE RONSARD
$22.95 - Our top selling climbing rose. Pale pink, fragrant blooms. Repeat flowering.
RED PIERRE
$22.95 - Large double burgundy red blooms. Lightly fragrant, repeat flowering.
RENAE
Large clusters of very fragrant open double pink blooms. Repeat flowering.
VIECHENBLAU
Clusters of semi-double violet blooms with white highlights and yellow stamens. Pleasant, sweet
fragrance. Almost thornless. Height to 4m.
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WEDDING DAY
$22.95 - Clusters of single creamy white blooms. Vigorous and fragrant.
WESTERLAND
Large blooms of gold to copper-orange. Repeat flowering.
ZEPHERINE DROUHIN
Fragrant, large, semi-double rose-pink blooms. Repeat flowering and vigorous.

DAVID AUSTIN ROSES $22.95

David Austin or English roses combine the form of flower, fragrance and character of an old rose with
the wide range of colour and repeat flowering characteristics of modern hybrid tea and floribunda roses.
They also retain much of the bushy, shrubby growth of the old varieties. They vary regarding height and
spread.

ABRAHAM DARBY
Large shrub to 1.5m with apricot to yellow flowers. Fragrant and disease resistant.
A SHROPSHIRE LAD
Tall shrub or climber with large peachy-pink flowers. Fruity fragrance.
BOSCOBEL
Well-formed, upward facing blooms of vibrant salmon. Excellent fragrance and disease resistance.
Repeat flowering.
BROTHER CADFAEL
Giant globular medium pink blooms. Medium grower, strong fragrance.
CHARLES DARWIN
Large yellow to mustard flowers. Disease resistant with good fragrance. Vigorous with height to 1.4m.
CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH
Fully double, lilac-pink blooms with a strong fragrance. Robust bush. Repeat flowering.
CHARLOTTE
Stunning yellow exquisitely formed blooms borne on a medium bush. Strong tea rose fragrance.
CLAIRE AUSTIN
Buds pale yellow opening creamy white with strong fragrance. 1.5m tall.
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CLAIRE ROSE
Neatly cupped blush-pink blooms opening pale pink. Fragrant. 1.3m tall.
CROWN PRINCESS MARGARETA
Tall, arching shrub with apricot-orange rosettes. Strong fruity tea rose fragrance. Can be grown as a
pillar, 1.8m x 1.4m tall.
EGLANTYNE
Perfectly formed, soft pink flowers. Profuse and sweetly scented with an old-world fragrance. Height to
1.5m.
ELLEN
Double blooms of apricot, which are deeper in the centre. Fragrant. Strong shrub.
ENGLAND’S ROSE
A new deep glowing pink rose. Strong spicy fragrance and grows into a bushy shrub to 1.3 metres tall.
EVELYN
Large apricot-yellow cupped blooms. Very fragrant. Height to 1.8m.
FISHERMAN’S FRIEND
Fully double dark red blooms. Highly perfumed with tall strong growth.
GERTRUDE JEKYLL
Large fully double rich pink blooms. Strongly scented and grows to 1.3m.
GLAMIS CASTLE
Fully cupped white flowers of old-world character. Strong fragrance with bushy growth to 1m.
GOLDEN CELEBRATION
Large cupped flowers of rich golden-yellow. Strong perfume. 1.5m tall.
GRACE
Excellent double pure apricot blooms. Warm delicious fragrance.
GRAHAM THOMAS
Pure rich yellow cup shaped blooms. Fragrant. Shrub or short climber.
HERITAGE
Medium-sized, soft pink blooms with a strong fragrance. Repeat flowering.
JUBILEE CELEBRATION
Named in commemoration of the Queen’s Golden Jubilee. Large dome-shaped, salmon-pink blooms.
Fruity fragrance. Vigorous.
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JUDE THE OBSCURE
Large, highly fragrant, pale yellow to apricot blooms. Height to 1.5m.
LADY OF SHALLOTT
Rich orange-red buds opening to chalice style blooms. Light fragrance. Can be used as a moderate
climber.
L.D. BRAITHWAITE
Large, slightly cupped crimson blooms. Classic old-world fragrance. Repeat flowering.
MARY ROSE
Large, loosely petalled double pink flowers. Fragrant and grows to 1.5m.
MOLINEUX
Rich, yellow, heavily fragrant blooms. Disease resistant upright growth.
MUNSTEAD WOOD
Large velvety crimson blooms. Strong fragrance and disease resistant.
OLIVIA ROSE AUSTIN
Long seasoned, commencing flowering very early and going well into autumn. Medium cupped rosettes
of mid-pink. Fruity fragrance.
PAT AUSTIN
Large blooms of bright copper, paling on reverse. Tea-scented fragrance. Strong healthy growth to
1.2m
PRINCESS ALEXANDRA OF KENT
Large, full blooms of warm glowing pink. Lemon tea scent. Height 1m.
PRINCESS ANNE
Deep pink, almost red, fading to pure deep pink. Bushy, disease resistant growth to 1m. Tea rose
fragrance.
SHARIFA ASMA
Soft blush pink fading to almost white. Strong perfume. Bushy to 1.2m.
SUMMER SONG
Vivid orange, cup-shaped blooms with a strong fragrance. Upright shrub to 1.2m.
TESS OF THE D’URBERVILLES
Large, bright crimson fragrant blooms that weep slightly under their own weight. 1.2m tall.
THE ALNWICK ROSE
Soft pink, shallow-cupped, full blooms. Classic rose fragrance. Height to 1.5m.
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THE ENDEAVOUR
One of the most prolific roses bred by David Austin. Salmon pink with yellow towards the centre.
Medium spicy fragrance. Dark foliage.
THE POET’S WIFE
Large fully double, rich yellow blooms borne in large clusters, which fade as they age. Fruity fragrance.
Low rounded shrub.
THE WEDGEWOOD ROSE
Very fragrant large pink blooms. Can be trained as a climber.
TRANQUILITY
Pale yellow buds maturing to perfect rosettes of pure white with a light apple fragrance. Vigorous,
upright and almost thornless.
TROILUS
Double blooms of a honey-buff colour. Sweet fragrance. Strong upright bush.
WILLIAM MORRIS
Tall shrub with apricot pink rosette shaped blooms. Strong fragrance.
WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL
Fully double, scented white blooms. Medium sized plant to 1.3m.
WINDERMERE
Fully cupped, rich cream fading to almost white blooms. Bushy growth to
1 metre and fragrant.
WOLLERTON OLD HALL
Plump red buds opening to soft apricot, then fading to cream. One of the most fragrant of all David
Austin's. 1.5m tall or 3m tall as a climber.
YOUNG LYCIDAS
Large, deeply cut double with a blend of magenta pink and red blooms. Delicious perfume. Grows to
1.2m tall.
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DELBARD FRENCH ROSES $27.95

The Delbard Family have created and nurtured a unique collection of roses. In a French village of
Malicorne, they have bred roses that are renown for both their beauty and fragrance.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Vigorous climber producing a prolific display of cream blooms. Strong fragrance.
BELLE PARFUME
Double, mauve blooms in clusters on a disease resistant bush. Strong, seductive fragrance. Repeat
flowering.
BLUE EMOTION
Large, lilac mauve blooms with scalloped petals. Fragrant.
CAMILLE PISARRO
Red, pink, yellow and white, changing from bud to open bloom.
CHARTREUSE DE PARME
Rich, warm purple and blueberry blooms with a fruity perfume.
CLAUDE MONET
Large double blooms of pastel tones of pink, yellow and white. Perfumed.
COTE DE AZURE
Very large bright yellow blooms borne on long stems. Sweet fragrance. Excellent cut flower. Repeat
flowering.
DIORESSENCE
Unusual lilac bloom of darker purple with plum edges. Dior’s great scent.
HENRI MATISSE
Large, double, rich red with splashes of white. Sweet rose fragrance.
HOMMAGE TO BARBARA
Deep blood red blooms that age to almost black. Disease resistant.
LA VIE EN ROSE
Pale pink blooms with darker pink stripes. Strong fragrance.
MAURICE UTRILLO
Blooms of bright red and creamy yellow flowers.
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NAHEMA
Climber with delicate double pink blooms with a lovely fragrance.
PAUL CÉZANNE
Large double yellow and pink blooms with touches of white. Fragrant.
PERFUME DE PARIS
Large double blooms with rose-pink shades, fading to creamy-pink at the base. Fragrant.
PINK INTUITION
A sport of ‘Red Intuition’, identical habit but with bicolour pink blooms instead of red.
RED INTUITION
Dark, rich, vibrant red blooms with splashes of bright clear red.
SOEUR EMMANUELLE
Mauve blooms with a powerful scent. Named after Sister Emmanuelle.
SOUVENIR DE LOUIS AMADE
Large, lavender-pink blooms with a rich old-world fragrance.
SOUVENIR DE MARCEL PROUST
Large, cupped, glowing yellow blooms with a spicy perfume.
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OLD FASHIONED ROSES $19.95

Old Fashioned or Heritage roses are often sought after for their nostalgic appearance and unforgettable
fragrance. They are quite often very vigorous and thorny, and extremely hardy.

BALLERINA
Shrub rose with very large clusters of small, single bright soft pink blooms.
BLANC DOUBLE DE COUBERT
Fragrant Rugosa rose with large pure white crumpled petal blooms.
BOULE DE NEIGE
Moss rose with compact pure white blooms. Recurrent and fragrant.
CECILE BRUNNER
Old favourite. Small, double, soft pink blooms with a soft fragrance. Nearly thornless.
DUCHESS DE BRABANT
A vigorous spreading bush with cupped pink blooms. Flowering is nearly continuous with a strong tea
rose fragrance. Very hardy and disease resistant.
MME ISSAC PEREIRE
Bourbon rose with clusters of large, deep pink blooms. Repeat flowering and fragrant.
MUTABILIS
China rose with buff pink to copper blooms. Vigorous growth.
PENELOPE
Hybrid Musk rose with semi double pink to white flowers. Fragrant.
PERLE D’OR
China rose with clusters of small, fragrant apricot pink flowers. Repeat flowering.
REINE DES VIOLETTES
Large, double, violet blooms. Highly fragrant. Repeat flowering.
ROSARIE DE L’HAY
Bushy Rugosa with fragrant, strong pink, semi-double flowers. Repeat flowering.
RUGOSA ALBA
Rugosa with large, single, white blooms. Repeat flowering and fragrant.
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SARAH VAN FLEET
Semi-double, mid-pink blooms produced continuously throughout the season. Fragrant. Vigorous to
3m.
SCABROSA
Rugosa with large, single blooms of fragrant magenta flowers. Repeat flowering.
SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAISON
Very large, double, soft pink blooms borne in small clusters. Strong fragrance. Repeat flowering. Almost
thornless and to 1.8m tall.
SPARRIESHOOP
Tall, bushy shrub rose with light pink flowers and strong fragrance.

STANDARD ROSES
NEW & PROTECTED VARIETIES $49.95

Standards, also referred to as Stem roses, are a variation of the normal bush rose grafted at a height of
90cm. They are ideal for adding height to a garden and can also create a formal appearance if planted
in a row. This list includes both bush and floribunda roses. ** denotes floribunda varieties.
BRILLIANT PINK ICEBERG
This brilliant pink sport of ‘Iceberg’ has all the properties of its parent.
DAME ELISABETH MURDOCH
An exceptional rose with medium to large flowers. Colour blending cream, golden-yellow flushed
vermillion with shades of pink.
EBBTIDE**
Deep purple old-style blooms with an intense clove fragrance.
HEAVEN SCENT
Large orchid pink blooms. Long-stemmed with a powerful perfume.
MOTHER’S LOVE
Soft creamy pink blooms with a strong sweet fragrance.
PERFUME PASSION
Beautiful mid-pink blooms. Deliciously perfumed and disease free.
POPE JOHN PAUL II
Pristine, fragrant white blooms. Disease resistance.
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STANDARD ROSES $41.95

This is our selection of non-protected varieties that are grafted onto 90cm stems. They include both
bush and floribunda roses. ** denotes floribunda varieties.
ABRAHAM DERBY
$49.95 - Apricot to yellow flowers. Fragrant and disease resistant.
APRICOT NECTAR**
Full petalled buff apricot blooms and a pleasant fragrance.
BLACK VELVET
Dark red blooms with good fragrance on mostly single stems.
BLUE MOON
Large, lavender-blue blooms with a strong fragrance.
BONICA**
Bushy with a sustained display of medium, soft pink blooms.
BOSCOBEL
$49.95 - Well-formed, upward-facing blooms of vibrant salmon. Excellent fragrance and disease
resistance. Repeat flowering.
CAMP DAVID
Strongly fragrant, well-formed, dark red blooms. Great disease resistance.
DOUBLE DELIGHT
Large, double white to cream, heavily flushed red blooms. Fragrant.
ELINA
Excellent, large, well-formed lemon to light yellow blooms.
FRAGRANT CLOUD
Well-formed glowing orange-red blooms. Free flowering and fragrant.
FRAGRANT PLUM
Deep lilac rose edged rich purple with a strong perfume.
FRIESIA**
Excellent, clear, unfading, yellow blooms with a good fragrance.
GOLD BUNNY**
Soft gold blooms of classic shape on a compact light green bush.
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GOLDEN CELEBRATION
$49.95 - Large cupped flowers of rich, golden yellow. Strong perfume.
GRACE
$49.95 - Excellent double pure apricot blooms. Warm delicious fragrance.
HERITAGE
$49.95 - Medium-sized, soft pink blooms with a strong fragrance. Repeat
flowering.
ICEBERG**
A popular rose with pure white blooms opening from pink tinted buds.
JUST JOEY
Large, coppery-orange blooms with wavy petals. Sweetly scented.
KARDINAL
Delightful bright red rose with well-formed buds. A good cut flower.
MISTER LINCOLN
Dark, velvety red, highly fragrant blooms. Excellent cut flower.
MUNSTEAD WOOD
$49.95 - Large, velvety-crimson blooms. Strong fragrance and
disease resistant.
OUR VANILLA
Vanilla champagne blooms with a touch of green. Excellent cut flower.
PEACE
Large exhibition blooms of yellow flushed pink on the edges. Fragrant.
REMEMBER ME
A unique blend of fawn cream yellow and salmon-rose.
TEQUILA SUNRISE
Many petalled blooms of yellow flushed with red. Good health and vigour.
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